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GASKINS, J.

The plaintiff, Ralph T. Barnes, appeals from a trial court judgment

clarifying a previous jury verdict.  On remand from this court, the trial court

dismissed the plaintiff’s claims against the City of Monroe (City) and the

Riverwood Apartments Partnership (Riverwood).  For the following

reasons, we affirm. 

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

This is the third time that this matter has been before this court. 

Simply stated, on May 10, 1997, the plaintiff, a resident of Riverwood, went

out for a walk and fell into a hole located adjacent to the curb of Deborah

Drive, a street that abuts the Riverwood property.  It appears that the hole

was covered with grass when the plaintiff stepped on it.  The plaintiff

sustained a broken leg.  

Deborah Drive is located adjacent to Riverwood.  A driveway enters

Riverwood from Deborah Drive; the apartments do not face the street. 

From Deborah Drive, in the area of the hole at issue here, a sign is visible

identifying the apartment complex.  From this area, only the back of the

apartments is visible.  Between the back of the apartments and the street is a

grassy area.  The record shows that the City owns the street and 12 feet into

the grassy area behind the Riverwood complex.  Riverwood owns the

remaining grassy area up to and including the buildings.  On the paved curb

of the street is a drain.  The hole was located directly next to the paved

street and went under the pavement where dirt had washed away.  The hole

was covered with grass.  No drainage pipes from Riverwood emptied into

the drain.  There is no sidewalk next to the street.           



In Barnes I, the facts were set forth based upon the record submitted to us on summary
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judgment.  Those facts are somewhat in error.  After the trial on the merits, a much clearer
picture of the situation emerged.  At the trial, the plaintiff testified that he dropped off his
donation of canned goods near the mailbox area, then went to walk his daily two miles.  He
walked around the pool, cut through the parking lot, went across the grounds and into the grassy
area.  He then walked beside Deborah Drive and fell into the hole.  This distinction is important
because it shows that Riverwood did not incorporate this roadside into the area it used for tenant
activities.  
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In Barnes v. Riverwood Apartments Partnership, 38,331 (La. App. 2d

Cir. 4/7/04) 870 So. 2d 490, writ denied, 2004-1145 (La. 6/25/04) 876 So.

2d 845 (Barnes I), this court stated the facts as follows:

At the time of his injury that forms the basis of this lawsuit, Mr.
Barnes was a tenant in the Riverwood Apartments in Monroe,
Louisiana. While walking across the common area of the
apartment complex to a designated drop-off site for canned
food donations, Mr. Barnes stepped in a hole and sustained
injuries to his legs. The hole was created by a washing away of
soil near a drainpipe and, apparently, was not readily visible
because of the turf that continued to grow over the top of the
hole. As a result of the damages sustained, Mr. Barnes sued
Riverwood, its insurer and the City of Monroe. [Footnotes
omitted.]   1

In Barnes I, the plaintiff filed a motion for summary judgment and a motion

to determine the applicable law regarding whether he could argue both the

theories of strict liability and negligence.  The plaintiff claimed that

Riverwood was liable under the theory of strict liability set forth in La. C.C.

art. 2695, which specified that a landlord was strictly liable to a tenant for

injuries caused by defects in the premises.  The trial court found that the

theory of strict liability did not apply to this case and concluded that

Riverwood had no notice of the hole and was not liable under the principles

of negligence under La. C.C. arts. 2317 and 2317.1.  Judgment was entered

in favor of Riverwood.  This court reversed and remanded for trial, finding
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that the plaintiff could proceed under both the theories of strict liability and

negligence.  

On remand, a jury trial was held.  Before the case was submitted to

the jury, the trial court granted a motion of involuntary dismissal in favor of

the City, dismissing the plaintiff’s claims against it.  The jury rendered

judgment in favor of Riverwood.  The plaintiff appealed.  

In Barnes v. Riverwood Apartments Partnership, 42,912 (La. App. 2d

Cir. 2/6/08), 975 So. 2d 720 (Barnes II), this court found that an

indeterminate judgment had been entered.  We observed that:  

After hearing the evidence, the jury answered a document
entitled “Interrogatories to the Jury” in which they made the
following findings:

• The City of Monroe owned the property on which Mr. Barnes'
injury occurred.

• The area on which the injury occurred was not part of the
leased premises.

• Riverwood did have the care, custody and control of the
property where the cave-in occurred.

• Mr. Barnes did not prove by a preponderance of the evidence
that Riverwood should have known of the unreasonably
dangerous condition.

• The defective and unreasonably dangerous condition did
cause injury to Mr. Barnes.

• Riverwood did not prove by a preponderance of the evidence
that Mr. Barnes was negligent.

In a separate interrogatory, the jury then allocated 33 1/3
percent fault each to Mr. Barnes, Riverwood and the City of
Monroe. Finally, the jury awarded $5,000 for past medical
expenses. The interrogatories, and the answers thereto, were
incorporated into the trial court's final judgment, which,
following the interrogatories, continued to read, “[f]or the
reasons expressed in the foregoing Interrogatories, the court
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enters Judgment in favor of Riverwood and Shelter,
dismissing plaintiff's claims at plaintiff's cost.” (Emphasis
ours.)

In Barnes II, we vacated the jury verdict and remanded the matter to

the trial court for clarification of the judgment.   

On remand, the trial court held a hearing on March 26, 2008.  At that

hearing, it was argued that the jury interrogatories should have directed the

jury to stop after interrogatories four and five if they found that Riverwood

and the City neither knew nor should have known, in the exercise of

reasonable care, of the unreasonably dangerous condition which caused the

plaintiff’s injuries and that his injuries could have been prevented by the

exercise of reasonable care.  The jury found that Riverwood and the City

neither knew nor should have known of the condition.  On remand, the

plaintiff filed a motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict (JNOV)

under La. C.C.P. art. 1811.  The trial court never used that exact

phraseology, but in effect granted a JNOV in favor of Riverwood.     

In a judgment signed May 28, 2008, the trial court found that the City

owned the property in question, but had no notice or knowledge of any

unreasonably dangerous condition in said property.  Judgment was granted

in favor of the City, dismissing the plaintiff’s claims against it.  

The trial court then specified that the jury found that Riverwood did

not own the property in question.  The jury also found that the plaintiff did

not prove that the property in question was part of the leased thing. 

Therefore, the plaintiff failed to carry his burden of proof with respect to



The plaintiff has not appealed from the grant of the motion for involuntary dismissal
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filed by the City.  Therefore, the issue of the City’s liability is not before us.   
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claims asserted under former La. C.C. art. 2695 and the plaintiff’s claims of

strict liability were dismissed.  

The trial court found that the plaintiff failed to prove that Riverwood

knew of the unreasonably dangerous condition which caused the plaintiff’s

injuries.  According to the trial court, the jury also found that the plaintiff

failed to prove that his injuries could have been prevented by the exercise of

reasonable care.  Therefore, the plaintiff failed to carry his burden of proof

with respect to his negligence claims on the part of Riverwood and those

claims were dismissed.    

The plaintiff filed the present appeal, asserting numerous assignments

of error.  2

OWNERSHIP

Originally, when this suit was filed, Riverwood assumed that it

owned the area where the accident occurred.  During the course of the trial

of this matter, Riverwood changed its position to assert that the area where

the accident occurred was located on the City’s property next to and

including Deborah Drive and that Riverwood could not be held liable for a

hole on adjoining property.  The evidence at trial established that the hole

was located on the curb directly next to Deborah Drive on property owned

by the City.  

Tod Cagle, an attorney who was accepted as an expert in Louisiana

property law, testified that a 60-foot piece of property was legally dedicated

by land developers to the City for Deborah Drive.  This dedication gave
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ownership of the 60-foot wide strip of property to the City.  Deborah Drive

was constructed only to a width of 36 feet; 12 feet from the edge of the

pavement toward Riverwood was City property.    

The evidence establishes that the area where the accident occurred

was owned by the City.  Strict liability no longer applies to public entities

and the City could only be held liable under the negligence theory if it knew

or should have known of the defect.  La. R. S. 9:2800.  The hole was

covered by grass and there is no evidence to show that the City knew or

should have known of the defect.  Accordingly, there was no evidence in

this record to meet the burden of proof of negligence on the part of the City. 

The trial court granted a motion for directed verdict dismissing the

plaintiff’s claims against the City and the plaintiff has not appealed that

judgment.  However, on appeal, the plaintiff raises numerous assignments of

error regarding the issue of ownership.  The plaintiff claims that Riverwood

judicially confessed that it owned the area where the accident occurred and

that it was part of the common ground of the apartment complex.  Regarding

judicial confessions, La. C.C. art. 1853 provides:

A judicial confession is a declaration made by a party in a
judicial proceeding. That confession constitutes full proof
against the party who made it.

A judicial confession is indivisible and it may be revoked only
on the ground of error of fact.

In this matter, any early admissions by Riverwood concerning

ownership of the area where the hole was located were factually erroneous. 

Because a judicial confession may be revoked on grounds of error of fact,

the trial court did not err in allowing Riverwood to show that it did not own



The substance of this article is now contained, in part in La. C.C. arts. 2696 and 2697
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which were added by Acts 2004, No. 821 §1, effective January 1, 2005.   
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the area where the accident occurred.  Although the plaintiff raises

numerous assignments of error regarding the issue of ownership, we find

these are not dispositive in this matter.    

STRICT LIABILITY

The plaintiff sought to establish liability against Riverwood through

the theory of strict liability of lessors set forth in former La. C.C. art. 2695. 

The plaintiff on appeal argues that the trial court erred in finding that the

grassy area where this accident occurred was not part of the leased premises. 

The plaintiff also claimed that the apartment drainage system, which

emptied into the City’s catch basin on Deborah Drive, was leaking and the

leak caused erosion under the grass, forming a hole.  According to the

plaintiff, the drainage system was part of the leased premises.  

At the time of this accident, La. C.C. art. 2695, dealing with the strict

liability of a lessor, stated:

The lessor guarantees the lessee against all the vices and
defects of the thing, which may prevent its being used even in
case it should appear he knew nothing of the existence of such
vices and defects, at the time the lease was made, and even if
they have arisen since, provided they do not arise from the fault
of the lessee; and if any loss should result to the lessee from the
vices and defects, the lessor shall be bound to indemnify him
for the same.3

In Barnes I, we discussed this article and stated that a defect, for

purposes of the provision, had been defined as “a dangerous condition

reasonably expected to cause injury to a prudent person using ordinary care

under the circumstances.”  We stated that to recover under this article, it is
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specifies that a lease of a thing that does not belong to the lessor may nevertheless be binding on
the parties.   
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not necessary to prove the cause of the defect; the lessee need only prove

the existence of the defect.  We further set forth that, in order for a lessee to

recover damages from the lessor under the article due to an alleged vice or

defect in the leased premises, the lessee must prove by a preponderance of

the evidence that a defect existed in the premises and that the defect caused

the damages.  We found that strict liability under La. C.C. art. 2695 had

consistently been applied by Louisiana courts to all portions of the leased

property, including areas not under the control of the lessee such as

common accessories which are used by multiple tenants like stairways,

walkways, steps, and passageways.  See cases cited in Barnes I.      

To recover under the theory of strict liability, the plaintiff must prove

that:  (1) the thing which caused the damage was in the custody of the

defendant; (2) the thing was defective because it had a condition that

created an unreasonable risk of harm to the plaintiff; and (3) the defective

condition of the thing caused the plaintiff’s injuries.  Lee v. Magnolia

Garden Apartments, 96-1328 (La. App. 1st Cir. 5/9/97), 694 So. 2d 1142,

writ denied, 97-1544 (La. 9/26/97), 701 So. 2d 990.    

When this accident occurred, La. C.C. art. 2681 provided that he who

possesses a thing belonging to another may let it to a third person, but he

cannot let it for any other use than that to which it is usually applied.   The4

evidence in this matter establishes that the street, and the 12-foot strip

between it and Riverwood were owned by the City.  The question arises as



Because the hole is located directly on the roadside, it was clearly not part of the leased
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premises.  
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to whether Riverwood included this property in its lease.  Ownership is not

necessarily dispositive in determining what constitutes the leased premises. 

In Barnes I, we determined that the lease included the common areas.  No

description of the common areas was included in the lease.  

The apartment manager at the time of this incident, Mary Katherine

Burkett, testified that the grassy areas in the front, sides, and back of the

complex were designated for dog walking.  No further information was

elicited, such as whether this designation was relayed to the tenants or

whether dog owners just found the nearest grassy area out of the flow of

foot traffic for use by their pets.  

The evidence shows that the plaintiff was taking a new route leaving

the apartment complex for his daily walk and had not gone into the back

grassy area previously.  He was walking along the edge of the paved

roadway when he stepped into the hole along the curb of the street.  The

hole was a concave area that was washed out beside and under the street.     

The City owned this roadside area where the hole was located.  To

find that Riverwood leased the City property where the hole was located to

its tenants, the plaintiff would have to show that Riverwood possessed the

roadside, incorporated it into its common area, and that tenants would

reasonably believe that the roadside was part of the common area.  5

Riverwood put on evidence to show that no pipes from Riverwood flow into

the drain or caused the erosion which resulted in the formation of this hole. 

We find, as did the trial court, that the area where the hole was located was
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not part of the leased premises.  Accordingly, we find that the plaintiff has

failed to show that Riverwood is liable for the plaintiff’s injuries under the

theory of strict liability.     

NEGLIGENCE

The plaintiff also sought to recover under the theory of negligence.  

The law applicable to a claim of negligence is set forth in La. C.C. arts.

2317 and 2317.1.  La. C.C. art. 2317 provides:

We are responsible, not only for the damage occasioned by our
own act, but for that which is caused by the act of persons for
whom we are answerable, or of the things which we have in our
custody. This, however, is to be understood with the following
modifications.

La. C.C. art. 2317.1 states:

The owner or custodian of a thing is answerable for damage
occasioned by its ruin, vice, or defect, only upon a showing that
he knew or, in the exercise of reasonable care, should have
known of the ruin, vice, or defect which caused the damage,
that the damage could have been prevented by the exercise of
reasonable care, and that he failed to exercise such reasonable
care. Nothing in this Article shall preclude the court from the
application of the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur in an appropriate
case.  

The addition of La. C.C. art. 2317.1 to the Civil Code in 1996 did

away with the concept of strict liability for a defective thing by imposing on

plaintiffs the added burden of proving that the defendant either knew, or

with the exercise of reasonable care, should have known of the ruin, vice, or

defect.  Player v. Baker, 42,451 (La. App. 2d Cir. 9/19/07), 965 So. 2d 984.  

In addition to proving this knowledge element, the plaintiff must also

prove that the defendant had custody of the thing which caused injury, that

the thing contained a defect (meaning a condition that created an



Negligence is the proper theory of recovery against a defendant having garde over
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property.  
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unreasonable risk of harm), and that the defective condition caused the

plaintiff’s injury.  Player v. Baker, supra; Johnson v. City of Monroe,

38,388 (La. App. 2d Cir. 4/7/04), 870 So. 2d 1105, writ denied, 2004-1130

(La. 6/25/04), 876 So. 2d 843.  

The record shows that the offending hole was covered by grass until

the plaintiff stepped on it and fell in.  Even though Riverwood mowed the

area and picked up trash next to the road, there is no showing that

Riverwood had notice of the existence of the hole.   Therefore, as found by6

the trial court, the plaintiff failed to establish any negligence on the part of

Riverwood.   

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, we affirm the trial court judgment

finding that plaintiff failed to establish that the area where this accident

occurred was part of the leased premises of Riverwood and that the plaintiff

failed to establish that the defendant, Riverwood Apartments Partnership, is

liable to the plaintiff under the theories of strict liability or negligence for

injuries sustained when the plaintiff fell into a hole.  Costs in this court are

assessed to the plaintiff. 

AFFIRMED.  
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CARAWAY, J., concurring.

This case presents a borderline situation, literally regarding the site of

the accident and figuratively concerning the place where liability and

responsibility for the accident should fall.  Riverwood’s lease premises

reasonably extended to the edge of the concrete curb of the street owned by

the City.  It matters not that the City owned additional footage beyond the

street because Riverwood mowed the grass to the curb and its tenants

viewed the property as a part of the lease premises.  Therefore, on the

boundary between the lease premises and the street, the accident occurred.

The cause for the deteriorated condition of the sinkhole at that

boundary had everything to do with the City’s garde, and not Riverwood’s

garde.  Garde, of course, is “the obligation imposed by law on the proprietor

of a thing, or one who avails himself of it, to prevent if from causing

damage to others.”  Spott v. Otis Elevator Company, 601 So.2d 1355 (La.

1992), citing Loescher v. Parr, 324 So.2d 441, 447 (La. 1975).  The

sinkhole was caused by the undermining of the ground beneath the concrete

curb because of drainage or utility services unrelated to Riverwood.

I also note that even though the plaintiff’s foot landed on

Riverwood’s side of the boundary, any strict liability of Riverwood at that

boundary location did not amount to absolute liability.  One exception to

Louisiana’s vanishing strict liability regime, though seldom arising,

concerns the fault of a third person.  In Olsen v. Shell Oil Co., 365 So.2d

1285 (La. 1978), the court said:

The fault of a “third person” which exonerates a person from
his own obligation importing strict liability as imposed by
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Articles 2317, 2321, and 2322 is that which is the sole cause of
the damage, of the nature of an irresistible and unforeseeable
occurrence i.e., where the damage resulting has no causal
relationship whatsoever to the fault of the owner in failing to
keep his building in repair, and where the “third person” is a
stranger rather than a person acting with the consent of the
owner in the performance of the owner's non-delegable duty to
keep his building in repair.

Id. at 1293.  In this borderline situation, the City’s failed obligation for

garde at the boundary where this accident occurred can be viewed as the

sole cause of plaintiff’s injury, preventing the imposition of strict liability

on Riverwood.
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LOLLEY, J., dissenting.

I respectfully dissent from the ruling of the majority in this

matter.  I remain of the opinion that defendant Riverwood and possibly

defendant City of Monroe are liable for the serious injuries suffered by

plaintiff. 

This is the third time the issues of this case have been debated by this

court.  First, we considered this case in Barnes v. Riverwood Apartments

Partnership, 38,331 (La. App. 2d Cir. 04/07/04) 870 So. 2d 490, writ

denied, 2004-1145 (La. 06/25/04) 846 So. 2d 845 (Barnes I).  After remand

to the trial court this court again addressed the issues in Barnes v.

Riverwood Apartments Partnership, 42,912 (La. App. 2d Cir. 02/06/08),

975 So. 2d 720 (Barnes II).  Unfortunately, we continue to address the

issues of this case yet again. 

I am of the opinion that the ruling of this court in Barnes I was the

correct analysis of the issues surrounding the incident which led to the

serious injuries suffered by plaintiff. 

In the present opinion, which I must assume will become known as

Barnes III, the majority makes major emphasis over the location of the hole

plaintiff stepped off into and suffered the injuries.  The emphasis was that

the hole, covered by sod, was located at or near the edge of the street

(Deborah Drive) where the apartment complex is located and thus at the

outer edge of the City of Monroe’s right of way.  Accordingly, the majority

is stating that no one, especially lessees, should have any reasonable
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expectation of safety while traversing any common area of the complex

whatsoever.  

I am of the opinion that it does not matter where the hole was located

in relation to the rest of the complex or whether the buildings of the

complex faced away from the street and most especially that the area where

the incident occurred was, according to the management of Riverwood,

where the residents walked their pets.  This area, along Deborah Drive, was

what would be considered a common area, maintained by Riverwood or a

lawn contractor, and obviously held out for reasonable and safe use by the

lessees.  Even in this area, a common area, plaintiff had every reasonable

expectation of being able to traverse it without unreasonable risk and

ultimate injury. 

The area of the apartment complex in question faces generally north

along Deborah Drive in Monroe, Louisiana.  As pointed out in Barnes I this

area is, literally, drained and reclaimed swampland developed since the mid-

1980s.  Both the City of Monroe and the landowners should have been more

than well aware of the topography and soil composition of this area.  As

pointed out in Barnes I, there was evidence in the record that such sink

holes and other forms of washouts were not unknown at this location. 

Evidence of the repairs of these problems around the apartment complex

grounds, including the pouring of concrete into some of the holes and/or

washouts, was also presented.  Therefore, by the presence of these known

problems, I am of the opinion that both the City of Monroe and Riverwood

should have maintained a higher degree of constant garde over these
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common areas than they obviously did.  Whether the injured person was a

lessee, guest or visitor, there should at all times exist a reasonable

expectation of safety in a common area such as this.  Otherwise, pay your

rent. . . take your chances. 

The ruling of the trial court should be reversed and remanded for

further proceedings.  


